Review of Cai et al.
Understanding the functional organization of the brain in inhibitory control has been a challenge for cognitive neuroscientists for more than a decade. In its simplest form, such as outright inhibition in response to a Stop signal after the intended movement plan is initiated, high-level processing in the prefrontal cortex presumably generates a stopping command to cancel the plan before execution. Many studies investigating the functional organization of prefrontal regions during inhibition have agreed upon the right inferior frontal cortex (rIFC) as the most critical region for recruiting inhibition (Aron et al., 2014) . In contrast, less is known about the role of the coactivated region in the right anterior insula (rAI), where activation was even more prominent (see metaanalysis by Swick et al., 2011) .
Several views have emerged to explain the functions of rAI in cognitive task sets, including tasks that address inhibition. Some propose that the rAI maintains task rules, represented by its sustained activity throughout task performance (Dosenbach et al., 2008) . Alternatively, rAI may maintain attention and focus during the task (Nelson et al., 2010) . Neither of these accounts considers a specific role for rAI in inhibitory control. A third, more compelling view, takes into account the well established role of rAI in interceptive awareness and processing of salient events (Craig, 2009; Uddin, 2015) . According to this account, rAI, embedded in the salience network, detects salient events and coordinates other brain networks, such as central-executive networks, to guide behavior. The results of a recent study by Cai and colleagues (2014) are consistent with this account. Cai and colleagues (2014) reported not only that rAI plays a different role from rIFC in inhibitory control, but that it is embedded in the salience network that is functionally dissociated from rIFC and its interconnected network.
Distinguishing the roles of rAI and rIFC during inhibitory control is challenging because they are coactivated in many neuroimaging studies on inhibition. Cai and colleagues (2014) used novel multi-stepped quantitative approaches to reveal the functional segregation between rAI and rIFC. The study used multiple datasets: one resting state (n ϭ 21), and two task-evoked (n ϭ 18, n ϭ 52) fMRI datasets from three independent cohorts of participants. The resting-state datasets were used to assess intrinsic activity of rAI and rIFC in the resting state, whereas the task-evoked datasets were used to assess specific recruitment of rAI and rIFC during inhibition. The core behavioral paradigm of the two task-evoked datasets was a Stop-Signal Task (SST). During the SST, subjects were instructed to press a button in response to a "Go" cue (on Go trials) and inhibit their response when a "Stop" cue (or Stop signal) occurred. Stop signals appeared randomly and at a variable delay after the Go cue (on Stop trials; Ͻ30% of trials). This delay was adjusted so that stopping responses was successful at shorter delays (Successful Stop trials) and unsuccessful at longer delays (Unsuccessful Stop trials). Accordingly, this task fulfills the criteria to engage inhibitory control, by stopping movements that had already been initiated by preceding Go cues.
Cai and colleagues (2014) first conducted a meta-analysis (Activation Likelihood Estimation) of published neuroimaging studies on inhibitory control to determine voxels of interest (VOI) as the commonly activated region involving rAI and rIFC. Next, the authors used intrinsic activity and functional connectivity with the rest of the brain to cluster the VOI into rAI and rIFC. In addition, to segregate networks in which rAI and rIFC clusters were embedded, a seed-based approach was taken: a seed was selected in each area, and quantitative correlations between the seed and the rest of the brain generated functional connectivity maps. Functional connectivity represents synchronous fluctuations in the activity of brain regions defined as nodes, and it is increasingly used to identify brain networks in which a region is embedded. Furthermore, the contrasts between wholebrain functional connectivity maps associated with rAI and rIFC regions allowed the authors to determine their distinct networks.
The results support the notion that rAI is part of the salience network, since it had strong functional connectivity with anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), a finding that is consistent with previous functional connectivity studies (for a review, see Uddin, 2015) . In contrast, rIFC was functionally connected with medial frontal gyrus and supramarginal gyrus, key nodes of the lateral frontoparietal network, implicated in executive functions (Dosenbach et al., 2008) and called the central-executive network (CEN) (Uddin, 2015) . Therefore, these findings suggest the existence of two separate networks for rIFC and rAI: CEN and the salience network, respectively. Importantly, using task temporal profiles, Cai and colleagues (2014) showed that the activity of rAI, but not rIFC, was greater on "Unsuccessful Stop" trials than on "Successful Stop" trials and was sensitive to the outcome of stopping. Conversely, the activity of rIFC, unlike rAI, was not sensitive to the outcome of stopping, but predicted the individual variability in the stopsignal reaction time as a measure of the stopping speed, a finding that is in line with the direct role of rIFC in the inhibitory control (Aron et al., 2014) .
One important question arises from these results: What is the exact role of rAI and salience processing in inhibitory control? We suggest at least two non-mutually exclusive possibilities that explain the results of Cai and colleagues (2014) : (1) rAI and salience networks may contribute to inhibitory control by detecting salient stopping events; and (2) rAI and salience networks may directly recruit inhibition by slowing down responses after salient events.
The first possibility is that rAI may integrate the salient information contained in the infrequent Stop signals that is further used by rIFC and CEN to recruit inhibition. Cai and colleagues (2014) found strong connectivity between rAI and ACC, the key nodes of the salience network, both during the resting state and during Stop trials in the task. This is consistent with prevailing models of insular functions describing the roles of AI in the context of the salience network. Moreover, these models posit that the salience network plays a central role in detecting behaviorally important cues and directing attention toward them (Uddin, 2015) . In agreement with this notion, the greater activity of rAI on Unsuccessful Stop trials in the results of Cai and colleagues (2014) is likely indicative of enhanced saliency of Stop signals on these trials. Since Stop signals on Unsuccessful Stop trials occur late after Go cues, when responses are close to execution, they are considered as behaviorally more salient. Together, the results of the current study support an indirect involvement of rAI and salience processing in inhibition by detecting the salient events in the task.
However, recent studies suggest an alternative hypothesis about the role of salience processing in inhibitory control. Much evidence indicates that salient or unexpected events by themselves can directly induce motor slowing, even if they are not Stop signals. For example, motor slowing was observed following unexpected error feedbacks in reward-prediction errors (Cavanagh et al., 2010) and following unexpected Go cues in reaction-time tasks, presumably by recruiting networks involved in inhibition (Wessel and Aron, 2013) . Similarly, in the study by Cai and colleagues (2014) , we speculate that salient Stop signals in the task not only attempt to inhibit the responses, but also attempt to slow responding to the preceding Go cues. Such motor slowing is especially important for Unsuccessful Stop trials, during which reaction times to the preceding Go cues are fastest, and stopping is less likely (Logan and Cowan, 1984) . Therefore, the prominent activity of rAI on these trials in the findings of Cai and colleagues (2014) can be interpreted as effortful, but unsuccessful, force of the salience network to slow motor execution. More direct evidence concerning the recruitment of inhibition and motor slowing by salient events can be obtained using tasks that involve occasional salient or unexpected events other than Stop signals, such as a Novelty Task (Wessel and Aron, 2013) . The Novelty Task is a reaction-time task in which subjects respond verbally or manually to an event that is either Regular (the most frequent event) or Novel (the salient event). This task can be combined with the quantitative techniques of Cai and colleagues (2014) to segregate clusters in rIFC and rAI and to elucidate the roles of their respective networks in motor slowing after Novel events. If slower responses to Novel events were associated with activations of rIFC and central-executive networks in addition to rAI and salience networks, this would more strongly support the direct contribution of salience processing to inhibitory control.
Together, the findings of Cai and colleagues (2014) relate at least two important research topics in cognitive neuroscience, namely salience processing and inhibitory control, by revealing the roles of rAI and salience networks in motor inhibition. In light of these findings, further research should pay closer attention to salience processing and prominent roles of rAI from the viewpoint of inhibitory control. These results open new avenues for future studies that might investigate the exact nature of salience processing in recruiting inhibition and its linkages with networks involved in motor slowing.
